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Session Speakers
Duane Jonlin, AIA serves as the Energy Code and Energy Conservation Advisor for Seattle’s
Department of Planning and Development, and is the primary author of the Seattle Energy
Code. He has been appointed by two Governors to the Washington State Building Code
Council and chairs its Energy Code Technical Advisory Group. Prior to joining the City, he was a
principal at NBBJ, where he led regulatory compliance and quality management initiatives.
Duane is a professional member of AIA and ASHRAE, with 30 years’ experience designing civic
and institutional work, and has architectural degrees from the University of Washington and
University of Michigan. He is active in national code development through ICC, and lectures
extensively on energy efficiency and construction technology in the Pacific Northwest.
Steve Pfeiffer PE. SE. is a technical manager for the Department of Planning & Development,
City of Seattle. He is the recognized expert regarding substantial alterations and the Seattle
Building Code. He is also the primary author of Seattle's Rules and Tips.

Rick Lupton is a manager in the Engineering Services workgroup, primarily expert in building
code application. He has recently participated in writing a "plain language" Tip regarding
flexibility in the code and will be discussing how an architect can approach getting approval for
code alternates and modifications, et al.

Lynn Goto, AIA is an architect and DPD's recognized expert regarding accessibility and the
Seattle construction codes. She has recently completed training to DPD staff regarding
accessibility in existing buildings and offers great insight to many of the difficulties determining
what's required by the code.

For more information on the Beyond Codes, Session 2, please visit:
www.aiaseattle.org/event/altered-states-how-do-seattle-codes-impact-your-alteration-projects

